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One of the most amazing stories, and least known, con
cerns an incredible genius namedDr. Gianni Dotto. His 
academic qualifications included a Ph.D in roth nuclear 

physics and nuclear engineering, plus a degree in electrical 
engineering obtained from Wayne University in Detroit. He 
was a prolific inventor and owned many Italian and U.S. 
patents. 

He was at one ~ime, a principal of Alfa Romeo working on 
ways to improve the design. Also a trained pilot before the 
advent of World War II, he eventually joined the U.S. Air 
Force, after emigrating to America. Certainly in time to fly 
sorties against the Japanese just before their collapse. 

It's interes~ing  to note that Dotto's father was an Italian 
Marquis, and that the family was descended from Galileo. 
Gianni would have inherited the title of course if he had not 
gone to the United States. 

However, be that as Jt may, he started working on several 
projects within his field in America. He started to take an inter
est in Biophysics and how magnetic fields affected the human 
body. In fact when he was working on a project at Milan 
University he first noticed that magnetic fields induced by an 
electric coil or by a permanent magnet appeared to have notice
able effects on OOdy cells. 

More importantly, later on he observed that superior magnet
ic fields generated by hot and cold areas had even greater 
effects on the human OOdy. 

As time went by, he started to experiment with devices which 
eventually became known as Dotto Rings and soon built 
machines which exhibited the Thermo-Magnetic Effect. 

THERMO-MAGNEnCS 
- THE DOTTO RING DEVICE 

Basically, this machine contained a ring of pure heavy cop
per approx 27 inches in diameter, having adjacent super-heated 
and super-eold areas, ~eparated by a small gap adjustable by a 
threaded screw, made of a material substantially lower in ther
mal conductivity than copper, and used for 'fine tuning' purpos
es. 

This in a nutshell was the very essence and heart of the 
device. To explain the nuclear physics behind the machine in 
this short article would not be possible. And for the average 
reader such expwations would mean little. Suffice to say all 
of the scientific rationale behind the Dotto Ring was enumerat
ed by Dr. Dotto in his research papers. 

THE HUNZA LINK 
Amazingly, what Dotto had achieved was the reproduction, 

in a compact: form, of the same Thermo-Magnetic environment 
which he believed was responsible for the good health of the 
legendary Hunza tribes living high up in the Himalayan 
Mountains. Most people woufd have heard of this tribe and 
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their amazing longevity. 
Dotto spent much ltime living in his environment trying to fig

ure out the answers which have, and still do, puzzle many scien
tists. 

Eventually he found the answer! And it is this observation 
which placed him ,in II unique class. Seeing what everyone else 
had seen, but thinking what no one else had thought! One of 
the classic trademarks of !.he true genius. 
J~e rro~ed all the p~~eters of the Hun~~ ,tribes, their die~, 

theu enVironment, then, hfestylc"S, etc, but sull he was not saus
fied. He saw other triibes lliving in similar environments, but 
without the Hunza's ,incredible bealth. 

After much comemplation and study, Dotto eventuaUy came 
to an astonishing conclusion! 

At the head of the great Hunza valley there is II massive 
glacial ice mass, but the valtey itself heats up and becomes 
quite warm, thus creating the 'speciaEconditions which Dotto 
knew so well, to produce the type of miFd Thenno-Magnetic 
field which the Hunza tribes unknowingly exposed themselves 
Ito as they often travelled through this valley! 

This remarkable observation, in a flash, told Dotto that he 
was correct in his whole Ring theory, here reproduced high up 
in the beautiful Hunza valley, by nature! It was demonstrating 
his research,.as he well knew he looked at these beautiful peo
Iple, many still very active and working on their crops at ages 
which defied belief. He found no signs of serious disease, par
Iticularly cancer. Dotto well knew why! More of that later. 

DNA & THE DOTTO RI NG 
In order for the reader to understand how the Thermo

Magnetic Effect produced by the Dotto Ring work!l a short 
basic explanation of the inter-relationship of DNA and this spe
cial magnetic field is required. I will make it as painless as pos
sible! 

The nucleus of each human cell co_otains DNA (deoxyribonu
cleic acid) which contains the genetic code. Under the powerful 
magnification of the electron microscope, DNA looks like a 
,twisted ladder known as a double helix. It vibrates in resonance 
with many influences, both internal and external, and is 
polarised, one end plus, the opposite end minus. Healthy DNA 
ensures healthy cells which helps the body maintain its defences 
against disease. 

One of the strengths of the DNA is the base pairs per tum of 
the DNA spiral, like the steps of a ladder. As the aging process 
s.tarts, these base pairs per turn gradually decrease, thereby 
'weakening' the structure of the whole DNA helix. The hydro
gen atom bonding becomes less efficient. Its resonant vibra
tional frequency rate starts to decay. Eventually the DNA stops 
reproducing itself. The aging process now makes its presence 
fel't. ' 

THE AGING PROCESS AND THE DOTIO RING 
The DNA helix ladder is approx 39" long, cOJIlposed of 6 bil

lion steps. Each step has the fonn of two capital T's facing each 
other. The DNA is constructed by 12 billion nucleotides, or 
bases, which face each other to make the double helix. 
Everyone of the 6.3 trillion cells of ,the !body bas at least one. 

These bases are very important. SJ,!fficient must have to be 
present for the DNA to keep reproducing itself. For it so hap
pens that one of the main aging factors is directly connected to 
the amount of base Ipairs per turn of the DNA helix. 

When the body is subjected to the influence of the Thermo
Magnetic Fields' of the Dotto Ring, polarisation of the DNA 
helix is once again correctly phas~d. [ts natural resonance is 
increased. Its base pairs per turn (the steps of th,e ladder) are 
also again increased. 

Think of it like a child's large top. When it is firsJ spun, it is 
in perfect harmony, perfect balance. Slowly as the energy 
decays it starts to wobble and eventually becomes unbalanced 
and falls over. 

So with the DNA. When the baby is born the DNA is in. har
mony, in balance. As the child grows into adulthood it remains 
so, but as the aging process begins to bite later in life, the "lad
der" starts to lose some of its 'strength'. 

In particular, it goes something like this. 
The DNA of the embryo cell in the womb has 46 base pairs 

per tum. At 6 weeks of pregnancy the base pairs are reduced to 
34 in num:ber. At two years of age the child has 22 base pairs 
,per turn. 14 at age 21. 10 at age 35. It then stabilises until . 
about age 50-55. After then the base pairs per tllID are {lOW 

down to 6! The top analogy now makes its presence felt! For it 
is at this time the lines and wrinkles start to show with ever 
increasing tempo! 

Returning to Dr. Dotto's remarkable research, could this spe
cial type of magnetic e1l.ergy generated by his rings have a 
noticeable effect upon this aging process? More importantly 
iUpon the disease process? 

DOTTO PROCLAIMED THAr THERE ARE THREE 
MAIN WAYS OF MANIPULATING THE DNA. 

1.) Establishing ways of re-stretching the DNA to increase 
base p_airs per turn. 

2.) Re-estab1ishing the kinetic energy of the DNA helix. 
(Vibrational Rate) 

3.) Increasing the energy of the charged ions in the nervous 
system by attention to diet and lifestyle. 

ARE THERMO-MAGNETICS THE ANSWER? 
After many years of research Dotto ,at last proclaimed that he 

now firmly believed that by subjecting the body to regular treat
ments of Thermo-Magnetic energy via the ring machines, it 
would be possible to, re-energise if you like, the DNA helix! 
Further, that many serious diseases Ilike cancer for example, 
could be radically influenced in a positive manner! 

Basically, he suggested that by triggering back the base pairs 
per tum of the DNA helix to 10 from 6 via-ring' treatment given 
every 14 days, the system would remain stable at the figure of 
10. Among other benefits, the result would be a slowing oj the 
aging proc~s., 

Certainly an astounding conclusion from an equally astound
ing research program. 

THE DOnO RING AND' DISEASE 
Three yearj; of testing in the 1967-1971 period were carried 

out at the Dotto Foundation Complex, utilising small animals. 
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Professor Gerald L. Willis, Biology Professor at the 
University of Dayton in the USA, and a Dr. Zipf who per
formed pathology on the test mice, conducted rigidly controlled 
experiments. Other scientists were not allowed near the com
plex. Strict secrecy was maintained. 

In one of many experiments. mice were infected with 537 & 
Krib cancer cells. The controls, untreated mice, all died within 
7 days. The, mice treated with the Dotto Ring Machine, with 
one or two exceptions, all survived. When these mice where 
finally sacrificed, they showed no clinical signs of cancer! No 
side-effects were observed 

Dr. Dotto eventually built 2 large commercial machines and 
set them up in his Bio-Physics Lab in Kettering, Ohio. During 
five years, many experiments were undertaken. Conclusions: 
Susceptib:If: small animals injected with appropriate cancer cell 
strains and then Itreated with the Dotto Ring Machine, did not 
develop cancer! 

The Dotto Ring device, for the purist academic, empl@y what 
,is known in physics, as the Thompson & Peltier Effects, which 
combine to produce the Seebeck effect, or Thermionic Couple. 
All of the scientific rationale behind the whole concept is, as I 
stated earlier, contained in the research p_apers of Dr. Dotto.! 
was very lucky to obtaiD! a copy of the full research papers some 
three years ago, including detailed plans to be able to construct 
such a machine. 

It's very interesting to note that in experiments carried out 
wben operating the rings, a pale blue white "halo" appears 
around them! W:hich corresponds to Ithat of Orgone Energy, 
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described by Dr. Wilhelm Reich, in the twenties and thirties 
during his research. Dr. James DeMeo has very recently 
released a book on Orgone Energy, called The Orgone 
Accumulator Handbook, detailing Reich's work. This book is 
obtainable from Veritas Press - se_e advert on page 65) 

So what happened to Dr. Dotto and his incredible machines? 
According to my research from a reliable source, Dotto was 

being watched very closely by several American "agencies". 

LEVITATION OF THE RINGS! 
You see, apparently the big problem with Dotto's work was 

not so lJluch due to its therapeutic or anti-aging effects, but that 
the rings in their free state when energised had a tendency 
to rise up off the floor! 

This correspond~ to Dotto's own theory of a thenno-magnetic 
field being responsible for the general gravitational system! 

Even more amazing, it was said internal security agencies 
believed that Dotto had accidentally stumbled upon the propul
sion system of VFOs! 

THE RING EFFECT AND GRAVITATIONAL 
LAWS 

If Dotto is correct regarding the l'henno-Magnetic Effect 
being responsible for the general gravitational system, then 
Newton's Laws of Gravitational Attraction will require quite 
considerable re-appraisal. Perhaps it was Dotto's belief and 
work in his special field which made ihima target for the 
American security agencies. Such 'heretical' beliefs in altema-
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tive scientific solutions which fly in the face of 'wel'l-founded' 
and 'proven' science could cause chaos if aaowed to blossom. 

ActuaJly it's quite interesting to speculate that Dotto's 'new' 
gravitational laws could explain some of the unanswerabJe 
questions which face physicists today, not the least of which 
would be the enigmatic Black Holes of space. 

The intense energy release of a rapidly collapsing Neutron 
Star would generate enoFtllous heat, contrasting with the 
extreme cold of deep space to produce the 'thel11lal imbalance' 
necessary to create fantastic gravitati_onal fields, blocking all 
light escape. 

Dotto also believed that this same "thermal imbalance' was 
implicated in the Suns gravity waves and our 'cold' planets. 

THE C.U.T. 
Further, and perhaps more importantly, what Dotto had 

REALLY discovered may have been ,the tru.e Gran.d Unified 
Field, searched for_by scientist, including Einstein, for many 
decades. The G.U.T., or Grand Unified Field Theory, basicafly 
converges electromagnetism, gravity and nuclear forces into· 
one single 'Super Force'. 

When this occurs, according to theory, an astonishing 
effect emerges· ANTI·GRAVITY! 

Which in a way brings us back to Ithe Dotto Ring and its 
rep.orted tendency to rise up off Ithe ground! 

If indeed DOUQ had made an incredible breakthrough in 
Quantum Mechanics, then he would have been too far ahead of 
his time, and like many geniuses down through history who 
have 'rocked the boat' of dogmatic science, was simply 'elimi
nated'. 

It seems in Dotto's case that he and his machines disappeared! 

•� 

In this context it was rumoured .that a U.S. electronics expert 
with a great tnterest in me Dotto Ring, somehow got hold of a 
copy of the plans to 'buird the machine. Whether he did is not 
known, but apparently he too disappeared! 

A retired scientist versed in nuclear physics, who is a friend 
of mine thjlt can be trusted, ,recently looked over tbe whole 
Dotto research papers. After a couple of weeks he contacted 
me. He said, quote: "Apart from some minor disagreement I 
can find no logical reasons why, at least theoretically, Dotto's 
research isn't sound Frankly, I am in some awe at the outcome 
of his research. It would appear, again theoretically, that he 
made a most profound discovery in the Held of Quantum 
Mechanics. However it would be a brave sdentist indeed who _ 
would contemplate putting together such 1Ii device" (Dotto Ring 
Machine). Anyone with basic skins in electrical and mechani
cal engineering could construct a Dotto Ring device. Cost, 
about $4000. 

Why haven't I? Well, if I did and it produced all the effects 
Dotto claimed, it would still represent a profound breaktbrOligh 
in science, and the ramifications for me, at the scientific and 
political levels, simply could not be ascertained. After all how 
could one suppress suchl a major ,discovery? 

All of the Dotto research and construction plans lie in a safe 
deposit box. They wm, unfortunately, possibly stay there for 
good. Such is the power ot the money barons who control our 
lives, new discoveries have to wait their time. I for one am not 
prepared to buck the system and have to endure whatever form 
of hell that may go with ,j(! 

© I. West 1992 
Reference Source: The Dotto Thermionic Couple - A 

Research Paper. 
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